argument
LESSON 14

introduction
One of the goals of this lesson series is to teach how to prevail in discussions and arguments about Islam. The doctrine of Political Islam provides
the strongest argument against Islam. The second strongest argument is
the history of jihad.
In debating about Islam do not engage the others’ arguments on their
points. Instead create a new basis by bringing in facts about Islam’s politiCALÏNATURE Ï+AlRS ÏDUALITYÏANDÏSUBMISSIONÏ
Instead of resisting your opponents, use the principle of duality to
show both sides of the contradiction. Point out that Islam always has two
WAYSÏTOÏTREATÏTHEÏ+AlRSÏANDÏWHATÏYOUÏWANTÏTOÏDOÏISÏPROVIDEÏTHEÏRESTÏOFÏTHEÏ
DOCTRINEÏTHATÏISÏLEFTÏOUTÏOFÏTHEÏARGUMENTTHEÏ+AlRÏVIEWPOINT

foundational
Your continual strategy is to stay with Koran and Mohammed. When
the other person bring up Christianity, stay with Political Islam If they
want to talk about Christianity, say you will compare Jesus with Mohammed, but stay with Mohammed. If they want to talk about the Crusades,
say they were in response to the jihad that conquered Christian lands. And
jihad comes from the Islamic political doctrine. If you will stay with the
foundational doctrine, you will always prevail and persuade.
Nearly every argument you hear is from the media and the media never
talks about Political Islam’s doctrine. So when you speak about doctrine,
you are presenting new material. Your debate opponents have opinions;
you have facts. Ask them where they got their arguments. You will be glad
to tell them where you get your facts.
When they tell you about what their Muslim friend says, tell them
that you have a Muslim friend called Mohammed. Your Muslim friend
outranks their Muslim friend. If they get their information from some
Muslim expert, the strategy does not change—go to the Sunna of
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Mohammed. He is the supreme expert; their expert is second rank, no
matter who he is.
It is also a good time to ask if they have any Muslim apostate friends.
This brings up the chance to introduce what apostasy means in the
Sharia.
When they say that what Muslims do is in response to our failures,
colonialism, foreign policy, whatever, show them how everything Muslims
do is based upon political doctrine.
All of these case studies are based upon the doctrine of Islam.

can you read arabic?
Everyone from Muslims to atheists ask if you can read Arabic. The
implication is that Arabic is a unique language that can’t be translated
ANDÏTHEREFORE ÏHOWÏCOULDÏYOUÏKNOWÏWHATÏYOUÏAREÏTALKINGÏABOUTÏ&IRST ÏTHEÏ
Koran claims to be a universal message for all humanity for all times. If
the message is universal, then it must be able to be understood by all. If
EVERYBODYÏ CANNOTÏ UNDERSTANDÏ THEÏ MESSAGE Ï THENÏ BYÏ DElNITIONÏ ITÏ ISÏ NOTÏ
universal. So, which is it?
!NOTHERÏTHINGÏTOÏCONSIDERÏISÏTHATÏOVERÏHALFÏOFÏTHEÏ+ORANÏISÏABOUTÏ+AlRSÏ
ANDÏ POLITICSÏ $OÏ YOUÏ REALLYÏ THINKÏ THATÏ AÏ POLITICALÏ MESSAGEÏ ABOUTÏ AÏ +AlRÏ
CANNOTÏBEÏUNDERSTOODÏBYÏTHEÏ+AlRÏ)FÏSO ÏWHATÏISÏTHATÏMESSAGEÏTHATÏCANNOTÏ
be understood?
Also, it must be made clear which Arabic is being spoken about. The
Arabic of the Koran is classical Arabic which is about as similar to modern
Arabic as the English of Chaucer is similar to modern English. Said in
another way, not even a modern Arab can read classical Arabic. It is estimated that fewer than a thousand scholars who read classical Arabic can
compose a paragraph in classical Arabic script on a random topic.
And what about the billion-plus Muslims who don’t understand modern Arabic? If it is necessary to understand classical Arabic to understand
what the Koran is about, then how can all those non-Arabic-speaking
Muslims understand the Koran? And if they cannot understand the Koran, how can they be Muslims?
Ask the person who presents the argument if they have any opinions
about the doctrine of Christianity. Then ask them if they read Hebrew,
Aramaic or Biblical Greek? If they do not read those languages how can
they form an opinion about something they have to read in translation?
Of course they can read it and form an opinion, the same way we can read
and understand the Koran.
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A secondary question is why would anyone want to believe that the
Koran couldn’t be understood? What is the purpose of believing that out
of all the books in the world, it is the one that cannot be translated and
understood?
The Koran is only 14% of the total doctrine1. Would the questioner
believe that the other 86% of the doctrine not be understood as well?

well, the christians / jews did...
There are two different ways to deal with comments about Christianity
and Judaism.
Method A
Reject all conversation that is not about Islam. Reject all comparative
religious talk. Insist on talking solely about Islam. If they want to talk
ABOUTÏ#HRISTIANITY*UDAISMÏlNE ÏBUTÏDONTÏRESPOND ÏEXCEPTÏTOÏSAYÏTHATÏYOUÏ
want to talk about Islam, not comparative religion. When it is you turn,
return to Islam. Refuse to engage in comparisons. Islam must be taken on
its own. There is no comparison. Insist on discussing Mohammed and the
Koran.
Method B
Ask if they have a reason that they don’t want to talk about Islam, since
they want to change the subject. The average person knows next to nothing about this subject and sometimes this gambit is merely a way to steer
the conversation into a familiar ground.
They are just trying to prove that Islam is not any worse than Christianity. At this point, welcome the chance to compare the two, but choose
the ground of comparison. The best place to start is with the founders.
Compare Mohammed to Christ. The other good comparison is in ethics.
Compare Islam’s dualistic ethics to Christian unitary, Golden Rule ethics.
Another version of this argument is that the person will compare some
failed Christian to a “good” Muslim they know at work. It is fairly useless
to do personal comparisons. How do you choose which Muslim out of
1.5 billion Muslims and which Christian does you choose out of a couple
billion Christians?
A variation on the “Well, the Christians did …” is “What about the
Crusades”? This is the time to say you welcome a comparison of the CruÏ
HTTPCSPIPUBLISHINGCOMSTATISTICAL4RILOGY3TATS4HE?2ELATIVE?3IZES?OF?THE?4RILOGY?4EXTSHTML
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sades to jihad. Start with the question of why the Crusades were needed.
Islamic jihad invaded the Christian Middle East and subjugated them. The
Crusades were a response to a cry for help by the tortured and oppressed
Christians in their native land. Did the Christians do some wrong things?
Yes, but notice that the Crusades have been over nearly a thousand years.
Jihad is active today. And while we are at it, why do academic libraries
have many books on the Crusades, which lasted only 200 years, and so few
on jihad, which has been going on 1400 years? The West has analyzed the
Crusades, ad nauseam, and has barely looked at jihad.

i know this muslim and he says...
Why is the Muslim an expert on Islam? Remember, the average Muslim
knows very little about the doctrine of Islam. Why? Because, historically
the imams have acted as the high priests of Islam and they have never
made the doctrine simple to understand. That is one way they keep their
prestige and power.
It does not make any difference who the Muslim is. Once you know
something about the doctrine of the Trilogy, you can say that you also
know a Muslim, and his name is Mohammed, and what you say comes
from the Sunna. In short, your Muslim, Mohammed, can trump your
friend’s Muslim on any issue of doctrine. If the Muslim your friend knows
says something about Islam that agrees with Mohammed, then it is right.
If what he says contradicts Mohammed, then he is wrong. Mohammed is
the only Muslim who counts.

i know this muslim and he is a nice man
So a man is nice and he is a Muslim. What does that prove about Islam?
He may follow the Golden Rule and not Islamic doctrine. That is, he may
be a poor practitioner of Islam and a good person.
4HEÏlRSTÏQUESTIONÏTOÏASKÏABOUTÏhNICEvÏ-USLIMSÏISÏDOÏTHEYÏBELIEVEÏINÏTHEÏ
Koran and the Sunna of Mohammed? They will say yes. Now is the time to
explain about the Islam of Mecca and the Islam of Medina. It is also time
to explain about dualism and how Islam always has two faces.
Stay with the doctrine and the history of Islam, never get personal and
talk about an individual Muslim. Actually, there is one way to talk about
any Muslim, just show how what they do and say follows or does not follow the doctrine.
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muslims rejecting sharia
You will discover that some Muslims say that they reject Sharia. What
they mean is that they reject some parts of the Sharia. Since Sharia covers
THEÏDETAILSÏOFÏTHEÏ&IVEÏ0ILLARS ÏINCLUDINGÏPRAYER ÏTOÏREJECTÏALLÏOFÏTHEÏ3HARIAÏISÏ
to become an apostate.
4HEÏlRSTÏQUESTIONÏTOÏASKÏANYÏ-USLIMÏWHOÏREJECTSÏPARTÏOFÏ3HARIA ÏISÏEXactly what part they reject. Since the rules of Sharia are based upon the
Sunna of Mohammed and the Koran, that means rejecting the Koran and
the Sunna. But a Muslim must accept all of the Koran as the exact perfect
manifestation of Allah. Therefore, the Sharia that is based on Koran must
be accepted as valid. In the same way, Mohammed is the perfect Muslim
and is to be imitated in all matters. To reject Sharia based upon Sunna is
to be an apostate.
(EREÏISÏAÏSUMMARYÏOFÏTHEÏPROPERÏ)SLAMICÏATTITUDEÏABOUTÏ3HARIA
The word Sharia means “road,” and the implied imagery of the term is that
our life is like a road in a desert, with God the oasis we seek. Thus the primary
focus of Sharia law is on humankind’s journey toward intimacy with our Creator, and the Sharia’s purpose is to establish the links or guideposts between
God and humanity. The Sharia is the body of divine guidance, its structure, format, and construct. It is important to Muslims because it is the guide by which
the Muslim determines what is good or ethical. To Muslim ears, “Sharia law”
means all that is constitutional, ethical, right, and compassionate—the conditions necessary for what Americans call the pursuit of happiness. This is why
many Muslims seek to base their national legal systems on Sharia law, for that is
the highest authority they can claim on their behalf in correcting wrongs2.

that is not the real islam
7HENÏYOUÏBRINGÏUPÏANÏATROCITYÏBYÏ)SLAMTHEÏÏATTACKS Ï"ESLEN Ï2USsia, Mumbai India—a common apologist response is that this is not the real
Islam. Ask them how they know what is and is not “real” Islam. Real Islam
comes from Mohammed and he frequently launched sneak attacks against
+AlRSÏ&ORÏEXAMPLE ÏHEÏATTACKEDÏTHEÏ*EWSÏOFÏ+HAYBARÏINÏAÏSURPRISEÏRAIDÏINÏTHEÏ
morning (his favorite sneak attack time of day). After he had killed enough
*EWSÏSOÏTHATÏTHEÏRESTÏSUBMITTED ÏHEÏTHENÏTORTUREDÏSOMEÏTOÏlNDÏMOREÏBURIEDÏ
treasure and his men raped many of the women. That is how Mohammed
DIDÏATROCITIES ÏSOÏMURDEROUSÏSNEAKÏATTACKSÏAGAINSTÏCIVILIANÏ+AlRSÏISÏ3UNNAÏ
2
What is Right with Islam Ï)MAMÏ&EISALÏ2AUF Ï(ARPERÏ3ANÏ&RANCISCO Ï
2004, page 150.
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If there is anyway that the event is similar to the Sunna, then it is the real
Islam.
)FÏYOUÏAREÏQUOTINGÏTHEÏ3HARIA ÏTHENÏITÏISÏTHEÏREALÏ)SLAM ÏBYÏDElNITION Ï
as are the Koran and the Sunna. All other Islam, such as is found in the
media, are incorrect.

they don’t really believe that
9OUÏREVEALÏSOMEÏHORRIlCÏPARTÏOFÏTHEÏDOCTRINEÏANDÏTHEÏOTHERÏPERSONÏSAYSÏ
that Muslims don’t really believe that. What do Muslims call themselves?
The Believers. What do they believe? The Koran and the Sunna. They
SAYÏTHATÏISÏWHATÏTHEYÏBELIEVEÏ.OWÏASKÏTWOÏQUESTIONSÏHAVEÏYOUÏREADÏANDÏ
understood the Koran or the Sunna? If not, how do you know anything
about what Muslims believe?

i know this muslim and he is not violent
This is a restating of, “I know this Muslim and he is good man.” He
may be a non-practicing Muslim and a good man who follows the Golden
Rule.
A non-violent Muslim believes in the Koran and the Sunna of MohamMEDÏ4HEÏ+ORANÏSUGGESTSÏBOTHÏVIOLENCEÏANDÏTOLERANCEÏAGAINSTÏTHEÏ+AlRSÏ
Today in America, the power of Islam is just getting started, so Islam is
still weak. When Mohammed was weak in Mecca, he did not kill anybody.
)SLAMÏISÏSTILLÏINÏTHEÏlRSTÏPHASEÏOFÏJIHADÏHEREÏ
We know from the Sira, that many Muslims just don’t have the stomach
for the violence. The Sira shows that Muslims can support jihad many
ways, besides personal violence. The “peaceful” Muslim you know is
commanded to give money to Islamic charities and the charities give the
MONEYÏTOÏTHEÏACTUALÏlGHTERS

what about the violence in the old testament?
Apologists love to bring up the violence in the Old Testament to show
that Islam is no better or worse than Christianity and Judaism. This is
another version of “I don’t know anything about Islam so I will talk about
what I do know—Christianity and Judaism.
There is only one way to prove or disprove the comparison; measure
the differences in violence.
4HEÏlRSTÏITEMÏISÏTHEÏDElNITIONÏOFÏVIOLENCEÏ4HEÏONLYÏVIOLENCEÏTHATÏMATters to someone outside of either Islam or Judaism is what they do to the
“other”, or political violence. Cain killing Able is not political violence.
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Political violence is not killing a lamb for a meal or making an animal
SACRIlCEÏ.OTE ÏHOWEVER ÏBOTHÏAREÏVIOLENCEÏFORÏAÏVEGANÏORÏAÏ0%4!ÏMEMBER Ï
but it is not violence against them.
We now need to compare the doctrines both quantitatively and qualiTATIVELYÏ4HEÏPOLITICALÏVIOLENCEÏOFÏTHEÏ+ORANÏISÏCALLEDÏhlGHTINGÏINÏ!LLAHSÏ
cause”, or jihad.
We must do more than measure the jihad in the Koran. Islam has
THREEÏSACREDÏTEXTSÏ+ORAN Ï3IRAÏANDÏ(ADITH ÏTHEÏ)SLAMICÏ4RILOGYÏ4HEÏ3IRAÏISÏ
Mohammed’s biography. The Hadith are his traditions—what he did and
said. Sira and Hadith form the Sunna, which form the Sharia, the perfect
law of all Islamic behavior.
It turns out that jihad occurs in large proportion in all three texts. Here
ISÏAÏCHARTÏABOUTÏTHEÏRESULTS
Amount of Text Devoted to Jihad
Complete
Trilogy

31%
21%

Hadith

67%

Sira

Koran
0%

9%
20%

40%

60%

80%

Basically, when Mohammed was a preacher of religion, Islam grew at
the rate of 10 new Muslims per year. But when he turned to jihad, Islam
grew at an average rate of 10,000 per year. All of the details of how to
wage jihad are recorded in great detail. The Koran gives the great vision
of jihad—world conquest by the political process. The Sira is a strategic
manual and the Hadith is a tactical manual of jihad.
Now let’s go to the Hebrew Bible. When all of the political violence is
COUNTED ÏWEÏlNDÏTHATÏÏOFÏTHEÏTEXTÏISÏDEVOTEDÏTOÏPOLITICALÏVIOLENCEÏASÏ
opposed to the 31% of the Trilogy.
When we count the magnitude of words devoted to political violence,
we have 327,547 words in the Trilogy and 34,039 words in the Hebrew
Bible. The Trilogy has 9.6 times as much wordage devoted to political violence as the Hebrew Bible.
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Words Devoted to Political Violence
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0
0
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Then there is the qualitative measurement. The political violence of
the Koran is eternal and universal. The political violence of the Bible is for
that particular historical time and place.
Here is a measurement of the difference. Jihad has killed about 270
million non-Muslims over the last 1400 years. Jewish political violence
KILLEDÏ ÏANÏORDERÏOFÏMAGNITUDEÏSURMISE ÏSINCEÏTHEÏDAYSÏOFÏTHEÏlRSTÏ
Israel. As a comparison, jihad has killed thousands times more people
than Jewish political violence.
4HESEÏ lGURESÏ AREÏ NOTÏ ABOUTÏ MODERATEÏ -USLIMSÏ ORÏ EXTREMISTÏ -USLIMSÏ4HESEÏlGURESÏAREÏABOUTÏTHEÏDOCTRINEÏTHATÏ-USLIMSÏSAYÏISÏPERFECTÏ!LLÏ
Muslims, without exception, believe in the perfect Koran and the perfect
Sunna. Now, how much of it they are aware of is another question. But the
doctrine is there for all of us to see and study.
The violence in the Trilogy is for all Muslims, in all places and for all
TIMEÏ*IHADÏISÏTOÏSTOPÏONLYÏWHENÏEVERYÏ+AlRÏSUBMITSÏ,OOKÏATÏ-OHAMMED Ï
the perfect example. He was involved with violence until the day he died.
!NDÏONÏHISÏDEATHBEDÏHEÏDIRECTEDÏVIOLENCEÏAGAINSTÏTHEÏ+AlRSÏWHENÏHEÏSAIDÏ
INÏHISÏLASTÏBREATHÏh,ETÏTHEREÏBEÏNEITHERÏ#HRISTIANÏORÏ*EWÏLEFTÏINÏ!RABIAv

if islam is so violent, how can it be so successful?
The Sira records that when Islam committed violence, it attracted new
FOLLOWERSÏ!SÏ/SAMAÏBINÏ,ADENÏSAYSÏh0EOPLEÏLIKEÏAÏWINNINGÏHORSEvÏ!FTERÏ
ÏINÏTHEÏ53 ÏNEWÏFOLLOWERSÏJOINEDÏ)SLAMÏ#OMMUNISMÏWASÏAÏPOLITICALÏ
system that preached, promised and delivered violence and it attracted
many people. Many people love violence. Have you never paid any attention to Hollywood? Violence is piled upon violence and people line up to
pay money to see it.
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The success of most of Islam’s growth can be attributed to high birth
rates and immigration, not conversion.

there are different kinds of islam
The differences in the various sects of Islam are due to religion, not polITICSÏ4AKEÏTHEÏ3UNNI3HIAÏSPLIT ÏITSÏLARGESTÏDIVISIONÏ"OTHÏ3UNNISÏANDÏ3HIASÏ
COMPLETELYÏAGREEÏONÏHOWÏTOÏTREATÏ+AlRSÏANDÏJIHADÏ!LLÏ-USLIMSÏSUBSCRIBEÏ
TOÏ ONEÏ OFÏ lVEÏ SCHOOLSÏ OFÏ THEÏ 3HARIAÏ ANDÏ THEÏ 3HARIASÏ POSITIONÏ REGARDINGÏ
+AlRSÏANDÏJIHADÏISÏSIMILARÏFORÏALLÏTHEÏSECTSÏ
The only big difference is when to use violent jihad or peaceful jihad
AGAINSTÏTHEÏ+AlRSÏ

hadith—some of those aren’t real
If you quote a hadith to a Muslim and they don’t like it, they will say,
“Well, some of those hadiths are not acceptable (or not true or some other
disclaimer).” Actually, when Muslims say this, they are practicing taqiyya,
sacred deception and duality. If it is a hadith, then a Muslim cannot be
denied the right to follow it. It is Sunna.
The hadiths cited in this book come from the very best collections—Al-Bukhari and Abu Muslim. These hadiths are the creme de la
creme of hadiths and are called sahih (genuine) by top Islamic scholars. When Bukhari made his collection, he threw out 99% of those he
found. Those 99% are the unsure ones, the other 1% that are used here
are authoritative.
So the hadiths quoted here are genuine and real.

the story of the arabs, abraham and ishmael
The story of Abraham and Ishmael is told by Christians and Jews to
AUTHENTICATEÏ!RABICÏCULTUREÏANDÏGIVEÏITÏAÏTIE INÏTOÏ+AlRÏCULTUREÏ)TÏISÏUSUALLYÏ
a weak form of dhimmitude akin to the Abrahamic religions myth.
The core of the myth is told in the Koran about how Adam built the
+ABAHÏATÏ-ECCAÏ)TÏWASÏTHEÏlRSTÏHOUSEÏOFÏWORSHIPÏ4HENÏ!BRAHAMÏBROUGHTÏ
)SHMAELÏTOÏ-ECCA ÏPREPAREDÏTOÏPERFORMÏTHEÏSACRIlCEÏDEMANDEDÏBYÏ'ODÏ
Ishmael was left in Mecca with his mother, Hagar.
Mohammed uses this myth to tie in the Arabs to the Jews. It was part
of his early attempt to prove his prophet-hood by his being an inheritor
of the Jewish tradition.
But the story of Arabs being the children of Ishmael and Abraham does
NOTÏMATCHÏWITHÏACTUALÏHISTORYÏ7EÏlNDÏINÏTHEÏ3IRAÏAÏVERYÏDETAILEDÏHISTORYÏOFÏ
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Mecca at the time of Mohammed right down to the names of individuals,
their children and wives. Arabs were very keen on family relationships.
A person’s very name gave you his father’s or son’s name and a chain of
relationships. One of the things that infuriated the Meccans about Mohammed was that he said their ancestors were in Hell because they were
not Muslims.
There must be a thousand names in the Sira and not a single person
in Mohammed’s Arabia is named Abraham, Ishmael, or Hagar. Not one.
Why? They had no knowledge about any relationship between the Arabs
and Abraham. The Arabs were deeply into genealogy and they knew of the
Jews and Abraham, but they made no claim of kinship with their names. It
was Mohammed who created the myth that all Arabs had blood ties to the
Jews through Ishmael. Only after Mohammed did Jewish names become
common amongst Arabs.

could i be wrong?
Once you know something about the doctrine of Islam, you can wonder
if you really know that much when you hear some Muslim (or apologist
PROFESSOR ÏSAYÏTHATÏTHEÏ+ORANÏTEACHES
sÏ 4HEÏ+ORANÏFORBIDSÏCOMPULSIONÏINÏRELIGIONÏ;=
sÏ The Koran teaches the oneness of god and acceptance of all the
PROPHETSÏ;=
sÏ "ROTHERHOODÏ;=
sÏ !CCEPTANCEÏOFÏDIVERSITYÏ;=
sÏ 0EACEFULÏRELATIONSÏWITHÏTHEÏ*EWSÏANDÏ#HRISTIANSÏ;ÏÏ=
sÏ 5NIVERSALÏJUSTICEÏANDÏFAIRÏDEALINGSÏWITHÏALLÏPEOPLEÏ;Ï=
When you hear this good teaching from some Muslim or apologist you
may doubt your knowledge. Maybe you have misjudged the doctrine and
there is some way that Islam can be a force for the good of humanity.
Before we examine how good a force the Koran is, let us examine how
Islam is designed to deceive.
[Bukhari 4,52,267] Mohammed said: war is deceit.
+ORANÏ 

The hypocrites wish to deceive Allah, but He will deceive

them.
+ORANÏ Remember the unbelievers who plotted against you and sought
to have you taken prisoner or to have you killed or banished. They made
plans, as did Allah, but Allah is the best plotter of all.
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When it comes to deception, Mohammed was a deceiver and advised
-USLIMSÏTOÏDECEIVEÏ+AlRSÏ!LLAHÏPLOTSÏAGAINSTÏ+AlRSÏANDÏDECEIVESÏTHEMÏ
!LLÏ-USLIMSÏWHOÏFOLLOWÏTHEÏDOCTRINEÏAREÏDECEIVERSÏOFÏ+AlRSÏ4HATÏISÏTHEIRÏ
sacred task. So when you hear about all of those good verses in the Koran,
know that you are being deceived. All of the “good” verses in the Koran
AREÏDENIEDÏLATERÏINÏTHEÏ+ORANÏ4HISÏISÏANÏEXAMPLEÏOFÏTHEÏ-ECCA-EDINAÏ
duality.
If Islam is so tolerant, why was there no one left to disagree with Mohammed by the time he died? When he re-entered Mecca as its conqueror,
he issued death warrants for all those who had disagreed with him. Is this
tolerance?
!ÏSUPREMEÏEXAMPLEÏOFÏDECEPTION ÏTAQIYYA ÏISÏ)MAMÏ&EISALÏ2AUF SÏBOOKÏ
What’s Right with Islam in which he claims that the Constitution is based
on Sharia principles and that Islam is based on the Golden Rule.

what is your basis?
)NSTEADÏOFÏARGUINGÏAGAINSTÏAÏPOINT ÏASKÏTHEÏQUESTIONÏh7HYÏDOÏYOUÏSAYÏ
that? Where did you learn that?” In dealing with Islam, this is especially
important as most people who speak will about Islam with you get their
information from a magazine, web or TV. Islam is a text based doctrine
that is all about Mohammed. Tell them that you want to hear what he did
and said.

fill in the blanks
)TÏISÏAÏVERYÏUSEFULÏTECHNIQUEÏTOÏNOTÏOPPOSEÏWHATÏYOURÏOPPONENTSTUDENTÏ
SAYSÏ)NSTEAD ÏGIVEÏTHEMÏTHEÏRESTÏOFÏTHEÏINFORMATIONÏ&ILLÏINÏTHEÏOTHERÏSIDEÏ
of the duality. The beauty of this approach is that the other person is not
being attacked at all, so they don’t tend to push back and argue.
Islamic doctrine has two faces. When someone brings in some part
about Islam that seems good, just give them the other rest of the story.
If they talk about Meccan Islam, give them the other half, the Medinan
Islam.

transition
4HISÏISÏNOTÏSCIENTIlCÏREASONING ÏBUTÏITÏISÏAÏDEBATEÏSTRATEGYÏ7HENÏYOUÏAREÏ
lRSTÏBEGINNINGÏTOÏDEBATEÏINÏPERSON ÏYOUÏMAYÏlNDÏYOURSELFÏINÏUNFAMILIARÏ
areas and feel you lack knowledge about something. If you are debating
online or writing a letter to the editor, then you can research the facts, but
in person you may, for tactical purposes, decide to change the subject by
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